
Materia continues to focus on well-designed furniture and accessories for all types of public meeting
places. This year’s new products are no exception. It is an exciting line of products and they are all
also included in our Colours by Materia (CbM*) concept. As always, the user is in focus, as well as
the work with sustainability in the manufacturing processes, for example, using FSC®-certified wood.
This year’s new products, to mention some of them, are a bench system, a beam sofa and a sofa out

of the ordinary. Materia, where design meets innovation.

*CbM = beige, mustard yellow, dusty pink, rusty red, burgundy red, blue grey, green, grey, dark grey, black, white.
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Well-designed new products from Materia.

AMBIENT beam sofa.
Design: Fredrik Mattson

The Ambient beam sofa focuses on design and comfort. While sturdy, the design is neat, minimalistic and elegant. The
seat units can easily be replaced individually, if necessary. Ambient has many options, such as different beam lengths,
several armrests, screens with or without magazine holders and tables that provide a pleasant extra surface. The solid
wood table tops, like the wooden base, are FSC® labelled. Power sockets in the table top and fittings for floor mounting
are available as accessories. Frame in Colours by Materia (CbM*) powder coating. Ambient beam sofa is suitable for
airports, hospitals and schools.

*CbM = beige, mustard yellow, dusty pink, rusty red, burgundy red, blue grey, green, grey, dark grey, black, white.

PICNIC stool/bench/table/metal box.
Design: Marie Oscarsson

The Picnic furniture series in solid white pigmented ash with metal fixings in Colours by Materia (CbM*) powder coating, 
gives a robust and playful impression. Picnic is particularly suitable for the school’s lunch restaurant or as a meeting place in 
the office. The table has a straight side and a rounded side, making it easy to furnish with the straight side against a wall and 
the rounded side out into the room. The bench seat follows the same shape and has an optional grey felt pad for increased 
sitting comfort. The pad is easily attached to the underside of the bench using velcro. With a stool or two in the same finish, 
the table’s short ends can be used for additional seating. For the Picnic series there is also a designed metal box with four 
electrical or USB sockets connected with a black and white textile cable. The box also comes empty for potted plants, cutlery, 
spices, note pads and pens.

*CbM = beige, mustard yellow, dusty pink, rusty red, burgundy red, blue grey, green, grey, dark grey, black, white.

RO easy chair/sofa.
Design: Mattias Stenberg

The Ro easy chair/sofa invites from afar and gives a feeling of immersion when you sit down. Comfort and a long-term 
approach are at the heart of this design. The seat’s comfort comes from Dymetrol®, an elastic fabric with a springy effect. The 
back and armrests cushions, held in place by a mesh fabric, are soft and full. The mesh fabric is available in three different 
colours and the frame in Colours by Materia (CbM*) powder coating. Fastening the removable fabric and leather upholstery 
with concealed velcro is a practical feature. Ro is suitable for all meeting places that need comfortable and durable seating. 
 
*CbM = beige, mustard yellow, dusty pink, rusty red, burgundy red, blue grey, green, grey, dark grey, black, white

TODAY bench.
Design: Mia Cullin

The Today bench is characterised by being flexible and easy to position. The many connection options, allow you to extend 
the design indefinitely for places like schools, shopping malls and offices. The system consists of benches in different lengths, 
and a corner section with seating space, side table or planting pot. The units can be connected lengthwise as well as angled 
in any direction. The benches can also stand independently. The leg design gives an elegant impression in chrome or Colours 
by Materia (CbM*) powder coating finish. The parts can easily be replaced if necessary and the solid wood table top can be 
sanded down and relacquered. Under-seat electrical sockets/USB are available as accessories.

*CbM = beige, mustard yellow, dusty pink, rusty red, burgundy red, blue grey, green, grey, dark grey, black, white

UNI LARGE conference table.
Design: Axel Bjurström

Uni Large is a versatile conference table tailored to modern meeting places. It is subtly designed to work in several types of 
environments. The richness in design of the conference table is exemplified by the foot’s die-cast details and the chamfered 
edge of the table top. Taken together with its scaled-down structure, the table almost seems to float. The relatively low foot 
means that chairs can be placed anywhere around the table. Also chairs with high armrests can usually be pushed completely 
under the table top. The table is available in a number of formats and finishes and is easy to customise. Frame in Colours
by Materia (CbM*) powder coating. A cable lid and electrical/USB sockets are available as options. The fabric covered
electrical cable is led from the cable trench down through the pillar. In the case of two electrical sockets, the cables are
gathered together and routed down with only one cable in the pillar, giving a tidy impression.

*CbM = beige, mustard yellow, dusty pink, rusty red, burgundy red, blue grey, green, grey, dark grey, black, white
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